Predictable Tooth Replacement in the Esthetic Zone
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Topics To Be Covered:

- Biological factors affecting the peri-implant tissues
- Soft tissue augmentation around implants
- Papilla preservation and regeneration around implants
- Minimally invasive tooth extraction
- Ridge preservation and augmentation
- Immediate implant placement vs. staged implant placement
- Minimally invasive implant placement
- Immediate vs. delayed implant loading
- Abutment selection: stock, custom and CAD/CAM
- Provisionalization: immediate vs. staged

Synopsis

Tooth replacement in the esthetic zone is among the most challenging tasks for clinicians. The prerequisites for achieving a successful esthetic outcome in this region include: 1) Knowledge of the biology of the implant-prosthesis-tissue interface and their post-treatment alterations; 2) careful pre-operative treatment planning; 3) site development and augmentation of hard and soft tissues to correct deficiencies; and 4) attention to details in execution of surgical and prosthetic techniques. Accomplishing successful outcomes in the esthetic zone often involves interdisciplinary collaboration among various disciplines. Though each member of the treatment team may fulfill a specific function, it is important for each clinician to have a thorough and comprehensive understanding of all phases of care. This course will review the diagnostic, surgical and restorative techniques involved in the treatment of patients requiring tooth replacement in the esthetic zone.

Nothing Compares With New Year's Eve in Rio, Brazil!

Have you thought of celebrating midnight all along the beaches, especially in Copacabana, and take part in the greatest demonstration of peace the world has ever seen? Almost everyone wears white. The champagne bottles pop, accompanying the swish and crack of the fireworks in a display that grows in color, form and duration with each year that passes. The crowds surge towards the beach, united by happiness and hope for the coming year. The surf is full of red roses and white gladioli as people make their offerings to the Queen of the Sea, Iemanjá, and even small model boats are launched full of flowers. On the stroke of midnight the fireworks display starts. The sky lights up as the cry “Happy New Year” is heard in many languages its millions turn to embrace family, friends and strangers. We invite you to join us there to witness and record with your own eyes and heart this amazing scene!

There are so many other incredible places that you can visit in Rio. Concorvado will present you with a breath-taking vista, the Statue of Christ, standing 2,330 feet above sea level with a sweeping panoramic view of sea and mountain. You don’t want to miss Sugar Loaf either. This natural symbol of Rio de Janeiro can be seen at the entrance to Guanabara Bay. In addition to the 500m of world-famous white sand beaches in Rio, you can also visit the Lapa Arches, Teatro Municipal (Municipal Theatre), Jardim Botanico (Botanical Gardens), Tijuca National Park, and much more.

Brazil is located in the southern hemisphere, December is a summer month and a perfect time to visit! Our host, the Sheraton Barra Hotel & Suites is an oasis of calm surrounded by the excitement and activity of one of Rio’s fastest growing areas. The first Five-star hotel on Barra da Tijuca Beach, their oceanfront location gives you easy access to the most important points in the city in a warm atmosphere. Every room of this hotel has an oceanview. The hotel is well equipped with a swimming pool, a children’s pool, wet and dry sauna, heated whirlpool, spa and fitness facilities, technological lounge, gift/convenience/jewelry shop, laundry, valet parking, and more.

There is also complimentary shuttle service provided by the Barra Shopping Mall, the biggest shopping center in Latin America. Airport pick-up is also available by contacting the hotel which is approximately 22 miles from the airport. The concierge will be delighted to help you plan any outside activities including reservations for a tour around the city, golf outing, and a visit to all the attractions mentioned above. Every day of your stay will be filled with joy and excitement.

Registration Fees

Before September 1, 2008: $845
After September 1, 2008: $945
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WARNING: Registration fees do not include flight or hotel accommodation. Please make your own reservations.

Special new year room package for December 27 – 31 is $1,534 per room. You can easily book online at:
http://www.starwoodmeeting.com/Book/usc1
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